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Swachh Bharat Abhiyaan
√ MMTC»s CSR plays a Determined Role
Venita Solomon
Dy. Manager (CSR)

T

he Swachh Bharat
Abhiyaan was
announced by the Prime
Minster of India, Sh. Narendra
Modi, on 15th of August, 2014
and it was officially launched on
2nd of October, 2014.

hours a year i.e. 2 hours a week
for voluntary cleanliness work.
He also urged all Corporates to
come forward and support this
mission.
Thus on 2nd of October,
2014, MMTC pledged its
support to the Swachh
Bharat Abhiyaan.
MMTC has had a CSR focus
since 2006-07 when it first
came out with a formal CSR
Policy. The focus areas laid
down in this policy were –
• Infrastructure development
(Education and Primary
Healthcare)

The Swachh Bharat Abhiyaan is
the country’s biggest cleanliness
drive. It aims to accomplish the
vision of CLEAN INDIA by 2nd of
October 2019; the 150th
birthday of Sh. Mahatma
Gandhi, our beloved Father of
the Nation.
The Prime Minister declared that
every Indian should realize
B a p u ’s d r e a m o f c l e a n
surroundings and this mission
aims to bring the fading
Gandhian ideal back into public
imagination.
The Prime Minister encouraged
every citizen to dedicate 100
Vol. XVI July-Sept. 2014

• Literacy Promotion
• Promotion of Indian Art,
Sports and Culture
• Response to Natural Calamities
• Environmental Care and
Concern
As a member of the society,
MMTC is aware that it cannot
remain sustainable unless it coexists with society as a good
corporate citizen and meets the
expectations of society through
its business activities. Various
initiatives have been taken for
the benefit of society and the
environment since 2007 as

MMTC has always been
sensitive towards environmental
care. MMTC comes forward
and extends support towards
environmental upkeep; and to
ensure continuity in approach
and to make progress in a
specific direction, the Company
has laid down a road map for
the next five years wherein the
Swachh Bharat campaign will
be a major component.

FACTS
• Only 32.7% of rural
households have access to
toilets
• This has led to various other
problems like high mortality
among children, spread of
infections and diseases,
even rapes of young girls
who go to deserted places
to relieve themselves.
• Slum dwellers in cities have
no access to running water
or toilets.
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• India continues to have the
largest number of people in
the world defecating in the
open (over 700 million)
• 4 lakhs (0-5 year olds) die
due to unsafe drinking
water
• Nearly 100 million people in
India lack access to safe
drinking water
• Over 600,000 children
under 5 lose their lives to
water and sanitation related
diseases like diarrhea and
pneumonia every year.
• Indian towns and cities are
littered with garbage; the
result of massive urban
migration, poor civic
planning and inadequate
waste disposal systems, and
rivers and lakes are polluted
with sewage and industrial
effluents.

The 5 YEAR PLAN for
SWACHH BHARAT
encompasses the following
areas:1. Maintenance of cleanliness
in office and immediate
surroundings
2. Weeding out old files and
record.
3. Digitization of records
3

MMTC Initiatives for
Environmental Care
MMTC’s operations by its very
nature do not cause any
ecological damage, since the
Company has not undertaken
any activity adversely affecting
the environment or causing any
ecological damage. However as
a responsible corporate citizen
MMTC has chosen to contribute
to the environment through
various measures aimed towards
maintenance of ecological
balance.
In the past years, MMTC, under
its CSR policy, has undertaken
various initiatives to ensure
conservation of environment.
The highlights of such initiatives
are as under:
• In addition to maintenance of
cleanliness within the office,
MMTC in the past, has
planted saplings in the areas
of Bellary (Karnataka), Duburi
and Barbil (Odisha) and
continues to maintain a
“green environment”
through placement of
greenery / potted plants at
appropriate places in and
around all its operational areas
• MMTC has undertaken
construction of two check
dams in Odisha to ensure
availability of water all year
round for irrigation purposes;
and it has provided waste
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dumpers at municipal sites in
Bellary to encourage better
waste management

• MMTC undertook revival of a
water body (through
rainwater harvesting) in Delhi.
The village around the lake
faced problems like Water
Logging, Low Ground Water
Level and Dried up tube wells.
MMTC through its
intervention helped solve this
problem and helped the
villagers get water supply in
their houses.
• MMTC also implemented rain
water harvesting system at the
Regina Mundi School (Goa)
which is located at the top of
the Chicalim Village plateau,
which is at a considerable
height above sea level and has
had a shortage of water
supply even though Goa has
abundant rainfall. The
construction of the rainwater
harvesting system enabled the
school to have water for about
200 days i.e. 100 days during
Vol. XVI July-Sept. 2014
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the monsoon (from June to
September) and 100 days of
stored water in the post
monsoon period.

• MMTC has tied up with NGO
CHINTAN which deals with
waste management for
disposal of its office waste.
Office waste is handed over to
Chintan which then
segregates this waste at a
centralized facility for
recycling or disposal. A large
amount of old /non usable
electrical items and E-waste
has accumulated over the
years. This E-waste is given to
Chintan as part of MMTC’s
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CSR activity. The disposal of
this waste results in both
environmental protection and
generates revenue which will
be used for education of the
waste handlers’ children,
especially for the girl child.
• Poor sanitation in schools
hampers students' growth
and development. The lack of
private sanitation facilities for
girls discourages parents from
sending girls to school and
contributes to the dropout
rate. MMTC has created
sanitation and drinking water
facilities in various schools and
has also dug borewells to
ensure availability of water in
the toilets.
• MMTC during the previous
year introduced energy
efficiency measures
consequent to an energy audit
conducted by M/s Energy
Efficiency Services Ltd.
Accordingly old electrical
equipments of CO & DRO
were replaced with star-rated
ones to save on electricity
cost, and installation of
Photovoltaic Solar Panels in
DRO is in progress at this time.

Swachh Bharat Abhiyaan
at MMTC
At MMTC Corporate Office, The
Swachh Bharat Abhiyaan
commenced from Sept. 25th
2014. Posters were placed at
the entrance and at various
locations within the office
h i g h l i g h t i n g M M T C ’s
commitment towards the call
given by the Hon’ble PM. The
posters were aimed at creating
awareness among the
employees of the importance of
this drive and for soliciting their
participation for making this
drive successful.
A cleanliness drive under the
Swachh Bharat Abhiyaan was
organized on 02.10.2014 in
which the CMD and the
Directors took the lead and
there was an overwhelming
participation from the
employees of MMTC. This was
followed by a short program in
which the CMD administered
the Swachhta Shapath. Shri
Purushottam Agarwal,
Professor at JNU and former
Member, UPSC, and Ms Bharti
Chaturvedi, Director, Chintan
Environmental and Research
Group, which specializes in
waste management, were
invited to share their views on
“maintenance of a clean
environment” with the MMTC
employees. The speakers
emphasized the importance of
hygiene and cleanliness in our
day to day lives.
4
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Swachh Bharat Program at MMTC CO

A cleanliness drive was also
undertaken at MMTC
residential colony in New Delhi
under the initiative of the young
Deputy Managers living in the
colony and door to door
collection of garbage and
proper placement to facilitate
collection of the garbage was
shown to all the residents.
MMTC Regional Offices all over
India also took a Swacchta
Shapath (Pledge) on this
occasion and cleanliness drives
were initiated to ensure clean
and orderly office environment.

especially in schools for the
girl child.
• MMTC will initiate necessary
steps to weed out old files and
keep only those files essential
for the day to day functioning
of the corporation. Files not
required for the day to day
functioning will be earmarked
for storage. Also, MMTC is in
the process of finalizing the
agency which will undertake
the task of digitization of
records. This will result in
considerable space saving as

well as in creating an
environment- friendly
workplace which facilitates
easy retrieval of data.
• MMTC is encouraging its
employees to take up
volunteering with NGOs
involved in keeping the
environment clean and green,
wherein they can undertake
voluntary cleaning
in
community premises near
their respective homes or
office.

MMTC’s Action Plan for
the Next 5 Years
• During the current year
MMTC will contribute
towards construction of toilets
in and around Delhi NCR
jointly with STC and PEC in
slums located in the NDMC
and MCD areas.
• In the next 5 years, the
‘sanitation and clean drinking
water’ initiative will primarily
be undertaken in schools,
5
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• At the MMTC residential colony in New Delhi, steps have been taken to ensure segregation of waste to
promote recycling. However, as part of the five year plan, steps will be taken to ‘compost’ waste and use it
for horticultural purposes. In addition, it is proposed to invest in a ‘water harvesting system’ in the
residential colony and to build a facility for ‘treatment and recycling of waste water’ for horticultural
purposes.
Mere launching a program is not enough, results matter. It is not only an individual who can make it a
success, participation of all employees is of utmost importance. Thus it is important to ensure that the
interest of all is sustained and they work towards this goal in a concerted manner.
India will definitely be a clean country in coming years provided all of us participate in this Swachh Bharat
Mission in a holistic manner.

Let»s join hands in the Country»s biggest cleanliness drive

Swachh Hyderabad
S. Rahim Basha
Dy. Manager (Vig.)

F

or the implementation
of the ‘Swachh Bharat’
campaign initiated by
our Hon’ble Prime Minister and
as per the directives received
from Corporate Office, MMTC
RO - Hyderabad conducted an
essay competition on 30th
September 2014 on the topic
‘Importance of Hygiene and
Cleanliness at Workplace’ to
instill and ensure the
importance of hygiene and
cleanliness in office premises
among employees. Around ten
officers and staff participated in
the competition. S/Shri D.J.
Madhusudan, Manager, S.
Rahim Basha, Dy. Manager
(Vig), and J.V. Bheemasen Rao,
Manager (F&A) won the first,
Vol. XVI July-Sept. 2014

second, and third prizes
respectively.
On 2nd October 2014,
Shri T. S. Rao, General
M a n a g e r, R O Hyderabad along with
Shri J. Kishan, Chief
General Manager
(camping at the time in
H y d e r a b a d )
administered the
Swachhata Shapath
(Pledge). All officers and
staff participated in the
pledge taking ceremony.
Following the pledge, all
officers and staff
voluntarily participated in
the cleaning of the office
and office premises.
6
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Swachh Ahmedabad
S D Gangan
Sr. Manager (Sys/ P&A)

O

n 1st October 2014
evening, the ROAhmedabad office and
premises were decorated with
Swachh Bharat campaign
posters for generating
awareness. On 2nd October
2014, GM & RO In-charge along
with officers and staff gathered
in office premises and took
Swachhata Shapath in Hindi,
followed by the pledge
administered in English by Shri
S. S. Jain, Manager (P&A).
All staff and officers together
cleaned the office premises as
well as building premises in
accordance with the pledge
they had taken in letter and
spirit. The society occupants
were apprised of the mission

7

and requested not to litter and
to keep the premises clean. Old
records from the office were
shifted to Bhagvati Nagar record
room as part of this cleanliness
drive.
Elocution and essay competitions
were also held on this occasion.
Chief Manager from State Bank
of Hyderabad Shri Abhay Ijafdar
was invited to evaluate and
judge the competitions on
various topics like 2019’s Clean
India Scenario, Cleanliness is
Next to Godliness, and Mission
Clean India.
Shri Sanjay
R a m r a j e , M a n a g e r, S h r i
Rajneesh Jaiswal, Dy Manager,
Shri P N Chavda, COM, Mrs
Salomi Varghese, Sr.OM, Shri H
B Makwana, OM, and Shri
Vellabhai Rathod, W/man, were
declared the winners.
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J K Rao
Chief Manager (Admin)

n the eve of Swachh
Bharat Day, ie. 2nd
October 2014, all the
employees cleaned the premises
of MMTC Bhavan, including
some channels where rainwater
had stagnated. The security
guards and service people did
excellent work in this regard.
In the record room and
stationary room, all the old files
were segregated and
systematically organized upon
racks so that they would be
available whenever necessary.
Old articles have been kept
aside and the iron safes kept in
order, keeping all the premises

neat and clean.
The Computer Section is taking
care of the digitization of
records to be maintained under
RTI for preservation of
documents.
Unfortunately on 12th October
2014, the cyclone occurred,
considerably damaging the
office building, premises and
properties etc. All the officers
and staff, including casual
labourers and security people
participated in removing the
debris, cleaning the premises,
identifying building cracks and
damages over four to five days.

We have proposed to conduct
twelve campaigns in a year, in
which 100 hours of Swachh
Bharat initiatives will be
covered. Each month an
assessment is going to be
conducted. Personnel Division is
taking care of participation by
employees in voluntary
education schemes like ‘teach
India’. In this manner, in five
years, we can conduct 60
campaigns with good
enthusiasm and good spirit, so
that the objective of Swachh
Bharat can be achieved by
making India clean and green.

Alarming Facts about Sanitation & Waste Disposal in India
Did You Know …
• In India, more people own cell
phones than have access to a
lavatory.
• Every 60 seconds, 1.1 million
liters of raw sewage find their
way into the 1,560-mile Ganges
River.
• Owing to a lack of awareness
and facilities, only 38 percent
Indians wash their hands before
eating, and only 30 percent
wash their hands before
preparing food.
• Globally, diarrhea is the secondbiggest killer of children under

five. In India, it kills more than
1500 people per day.
• A 2009 study found that in New
Delhi, 1,534 public toilets serve
men but only 132 serve women.
• Every year, 42 million tons of
waste is generated, which is
nearly the same as the amount
of wheat Australia produces
annually.
• Delhi alone generates nearly
8000 metric tons of municipal
solid waste per day. By 2020,
this number will increase to
23,000 tons.
• On a per capita basis, individual

middle-class residents in Delhi
and other big cities generate
nearly 0.8 kg of waste per
person per day.
• Of the total plastic waste
generated in the country,
approx. 40 percent or more than
6,000 tons of plastic waste
remains uncollected and
littered.
• According to a thumb rule, we
need 8-10 acres of land to
handle the waste of 100,000
people, for upto 25 years. For a
billion Indians, we will need
80,000 to 1,00,000 acres of
land.

Sources : ‘Stunning Facts about Sanitation in India You Probably Didn't Know.’ Takepart.com series: Insanitation. 25 March, 2014. Web.
Plastic Waste Time Bomb Ticking for India, SC says.’ Times of India epaper. 4 April, 2013. Web.
‘Waste Tales’ Fact Sheet. Chintan India. n.d. Web.
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V.P.Mehta
GM (General Trade)

SME Development
Institute, Ministry of
M i c ro , S m a l l a n d
Medium Enterprises, New Delhi
together with NSIC organised a
State Level Vendor
Development Program at
MMTC Corporate Office on
23rd September, 2014. Shri RP
Vaishya, Director and Shri
Abhishek Singh, Asstt. Director
of MSME Development Institute
alongwith Shri Amit Tuteja,
Manager from NSIC conducted
the program.
Shri M.G. Gupta, Director
(Finance) and officials from
G e n e r a l Tr a d e a n d
Administration Divisions were
present. Vendors associated
with Administration Division
who were invited for the
program participated in good
strength.
Shri VP Mehta, GM inaugurated
the program and welcomed the
guests and MMTC officials on
this occasion. This was followed
by a discussion by Administration
Division outlining the present
procurement procedure of
various goods and services and
Vol. XVI July-Sept. 2014

Participants in the programme

also the requirements of MMTC.
Shri MG Gupta in his address
informed that MMTC is keen to
comply with the directives of the
Government with regard to
procurement of goods and
services from MSME vendors,
and has issued suitable
guidelines to Regional Offices
and to Administration Division
at Corporate Office in this
regard.
Shri RP Vaishya in his talk
detailed the importance of
Government Notification/Order

of 2012 containing list of 358
items manufactured by MSME
sector and also the procurement
of 20% items out of which 4%
items are to be procured from
SC/ST entrepreneurs. Shri
Vaishya informed that such
procurement is mandatory
w.e.f. 01.04.2015 for all
Government Departments and
PSUs and failure on this account
will be reported to Secretary,
MSME. Shri Vaishya also
requested that MMTC should
make all efforts to ensure
compliance of the instructions
10
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Sh. M.G. Gupta, Director (F), addressing the gathering.
On the stage; Sh. A. Rozario, GM (Admin.), Sh. Amit Tuteja, NSIC, Branch Manager,
Sh. R.P. Vaishya, Director, MSME Development Institute, Sh. V.P. Mehta, GM (GT),
and Sh. Abhishek Singh, Assistant Director, MSME Institute.

of Ministry of Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises as issued
from time to time. This was
followed by a Power Point
Presentation by Shri Abhishek
Singh, Assistant Director on
Public Procurement Policy,
2012, which covered various
aspects of the Policy.
Shri Amit Tuteja highlighted the
role of NSIC in Public
Procurement Policy, 2012. He
informed the gathering that
there are various schemes
sponsored by the Government
for MSMEs registered with
District Industries Centre who
11

can approach NSIC for
promotion of sale of their
products. NSIC can make
arrangements for marketing
their products, arrangement of
finance facility, provision of
latest technology, organising
trade fairs for their products,
etc. Shri Tuteja requested the
vendors present in the program
to approach NSIC for any such
facility required by them.
This was followed by a questionanswer session and the various
doubts raised by the
vendors/MMTC officials were
clarified by the officials from

MSME and NSIC. Further, Shri
Vaishya and Shri Tuteja offered
assistance relating to
applicability of the Public
Procurement Policy and also
promotion of the products of
MSME sector.
The Meet was concluded with a
vote of thanks by Ms. Anita
Guptrishi, AGM. It is expected
that this Program will go a long
way in ensuring the compliance
of MMTC with the guidelines of
MSME Ministry.
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Visit of Delegation from Japanese Steel Mills
Manish Kala
Chief Manager (IOS)

A

senior level delegation
from JSM headed by Mr
Kazuo Tanimizu of
Nippon Steel and Sumitomo
Corporation (NSSMC) and
comprising of officers from
Sojitz Corporation and Mitsui &
Co. Ltd visited the Corporate
Office of MMTC on 19th
Aug’14 and held discussions on
issues relating to the renewal of
the Long Term Agreement for
Sale / Purchase of iron ore. The
present Long Term Agreement is
valid till 31.03.15.

constraints, MMTC has
honoured the commitments
under LTA.

Sh D S Dhesi, CMD MMTC
welcomed the delegates with
floral bouquets and assured the
delegation of all cooperation.
He highlighted the fact that
notwithstanding various

In his address, Mr Tanimizu
commented on the deep and
abiding relationship between
the Governments of Japan and
India. He appreciated the role of
MMTC and NMDC in

Sh. D.S. Dhesi, IAS, CMD MMTC, Sh. P.K. Jain, Dir (Mkt.), Sh. P.K. Das, CGM (Min)
and other senior MMTC officers with the JSM Delegation

The JSM delegation headed by Mr Kazuo Tanimizu of Nippon Steel
and Sumitomo Corporation (NSSMC)

Vol. XVI July-Sept. 2014

maintaining the supply given
the difficult conditions
prevailing in India caused by the
restrictions imposed on iron ore
mining.
The Japanese side evinced
interest in the renewal of the
Long Term Agreement beyond
2015 and have requested to
ensure that the process of the
renewal is completed early, so
that there is no disruption in
supply. The meet was also
attended by Sh P K Jain, Director
(Min), Sh P K Das, CGM (Min)
and other senior officers from
Minerals Division at Corporate
Office.
The Japanese Delegation also
met the senior Officials of
MMTC, NMDC, Ministry of
Commerce and Ministry of Steel
in this regard.
12
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RO- Hyderabad Organizes Bullion Drill

Arindam Singha Roy

On Left: Sh. B.L. Jain, GM (F/A), lighting the inaugural lamp
On Right: Sh. P.C. Nayak, AGM, interacting with customers

AGM (PMD/GT), Hyderabad

"Individual commitment to a group effort--that is what makes a
team work, a company work, a society work, a civilization work." -Vince Lombardi

S

ituation of RO Hyderabad since FY-12-13 was unfavourable
due to issues related to exposures in Precious Metals. Present
tasks are emphasised on Development of New Business,
compliance of pending cases and shifting of office premises. Actions
were taken by RO Hyderabad on development of New Gold Scheme
20:80 and Silver and Agro Business and also to retain the NFM
Business. Results achieved are mentioned below:
(Rs. in Crores)
2014-15 TILL DATE (Sept.2014)

2013-14
Turnover

Profit

Turnover

Profit

2207.435

35.312

955.581

16.078

With continuous persuasion and motivation by Shri D.S. Dhesi, CMD –
MMTC, and Shri Anand Trivedi, Director (Marketing), RO Hyderabad
acted immediately to implement the New Gold Import Policy with
introduction of first time DTA sales, and achieved high sale and profit
in 20:80 Gold Import Scheme by bringing highest number of
consignment in short span.
13

Further with the valuable
thoughts of Shri Anand Trivedi,
and to retain the exporters and
bullion traders, RO Hyderabad
organised Bullion Customers
Conference on 25th September
2014. All the registered
exporters and bullion traders of
RO Hyderabad and of The Gem
& Jewellery Export Promotion
Council (GJEPC) India were
invited. The meeting was
convened in the presence of Shri
T.S. Rao, GM, Shri Ashwini
Kapoor, GM, Shri B.L. Jain, GM,
Shri Surya Narayana, GJEPC
India, Shri Arindam Singha Roy,
AGM, Shri P.C. Nayak, AGM, all
P re c i o u s M e t a l s D i v i s i o n
Officials and other Officials of
RO Hyderabad.
The meeting commenced with
lighting of lamp by above
Vol. XVI July-Sept. 2014
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officials. Welcome address was
given by Shri Arindam Singha
Roy, who also welcomed the
different Exporters and Bullion
Traders by
honouring them
with Mementos presented by
the distinguished panel.
Shri Ashwini Kapoor then spoke
about the genesis of bullion
operation in global scenario in
t h e c o n t e x t o f M M T C ’s
participation. He also answered
questions of the customers.
Shri T.S. Rao addressed the
meeting with suggestions for
further improvement of the
business, he also emphasised
that MMTC Hyderabad brought
the first consignment of Gold
under 20:80 principal and
brought the highest number of
consignments in India. All the
questions related to Exports and

Bullion Trading were
answered by Shri Rao.
Shri B.L. Jain also
addressed the
gathering and
explained the role of
Finance in Bullion trade
of MMTC and also
answered all related
queries of the
customers.
Shri Surya Narayana,
Asst Director of GJEPC
India, emphasised the
roles of GJEPC and
MMTC
in view of
success of 20:80 Gold
Import Scheme in
Hyderabad. MMTC
H y d e r a b a d ’s
performance was
highlighted for
continuous supply of

Sh. Ashwini Kapoor, GM (PMD), addressing
the customers

gold to the exporters by
bringing nine
consignments
during
2013-2014 and twelve
consignments
during
2014-2015 by selling
1381 Kg and 2475 Kg
re s p e c t i v e l y t o t h e
exporters and traders.
GJEPC also ensured full
cooperation towards
MMTC.
Interactive sessions were
also organised wherein
all the exporters and
domestic traders
participated actively.
Sh. Avinash Gupta, one of the exporters, addressing MMTC officials during the interaction
Vol. XVI July-Sept. 2014
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Ms Vishakha, d/o Sh. Ashok Kumar, Manager (CO), has passed the AISSCE
CBSE Examination 2014 with A1 grade.
MMTC wishes her the best in all her future endeavours.

DVSV Prasad
Organizing Secretary

he All India Forum of
MMTC Ex-Employees’
Welfare Associations,
Bangalore, organized its Annual
General Body Meeting in June
2014 at Bangalore. The meeting
was a success and was wellVol. XVI July-Sept. 2014

attended by a number of members representing several regions, viz.
Mumbai, Chennai, Goa, Vizag, Bhubaneswar, Bellary, Hyderabad, and
Bangalore. The Forum has unanimously elected the office-bearers for
the year 2014-15.
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51 AGM of MMTC Ltd.

The 51st Annual General Meeting of MMTC was held on Thursday, 18th September, 2014 at the Weightlifting
Auditorium in Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium, Lodhi Road, New Delhi.

Independence Day at MMTC Colony

Independence Day was observed at MMTC's residential colony in New Delhi with hoisting of the tricolour (on left) and
distribution of sweets to schoolchildren by Sh. Anand Trivedi, Director (Mktg.)(on right)
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Exploring the Essence of CSR
Sreekutty Mohandas
Asst. Professor, Motilal Nehru College (Eve.)
University of Delhi
(W/o Sh. R. P. Singh, Manager, IR)

I

nequality weaves serious strains and tensions in the social fabric and this entailed the corporate world
to moot the idea of Corporate Social Responsibility. The idea behind CSR has been to sensitise the
corporate /business entities for their surroundings and make them organically involved in uplifting the
marginalised population. CSR, seen as a bridge between economics and ethics has been made mandatory
through a legislation in India. The ongoing debate on this mandatory provision questions the very essence of
corporate social responsibility, which ought to be a voluntary contribution from the business to its various
stakeholders. However, in view of the ethical displacement theory by Richard De George, which states that
firms have a tendency to indulge in unethical behaviour in order to cut their cost and the socio-economic
conditions of a developing nation, this mandatory provision of allocation of two percent of net profits of the
company has been a welcome move. The question here is would social responsibility of the business
terminate after allocating some meager funds
for social activities?
Social Responsibility of a business
should neither be cast as just another
function of business nor should be
used as façade to cover up the real
business motive. A B Caroll’s
Corporate Social Responsibility
Pyramid suggests the
importance of an economic
base to fulfil the other
responsibilities of legal,
ethical and philanthropic.
However, if this economic
base is strengthened with
unethical source, would
the company be called a
good corporate citizen
even if it contributes
substantial amount to
CSR? Similar instance can
be quoted from the Wall
Street financial crisis of
2008. The Multi National
Banks targeted to exploit
the poor population and
earn a profit on that
account. Here, again,
would it make any sense if
the Banks allocate CSR
funds for poverty alleviation?
It is a classic case of covering
up corporate wrong doings with
a false veneer of CSR activities. In
the act of robbing Peter to pay Paul,
both Paul as well as Peter were
deprived and Robin Hood became the
real beneficiary after the financial
downturn! That is to say, means should never be
neglected in the pursuance of the end. Unless the
means are ethical, it would be difficult to justify the integrity of the objective. The social responsibility of
business would attain a more meaningful status if it evolves simultaneously with the conception of the
business idea. Research has to be done before an idea gets transformed into action, and if it is found to be
detrimental to any of the stakeholders, it should be terminated at the inception itself.
In India, Gandhiji’s trusteeship theory had a strong influence on the industrialists of the pre-independence
Vol. XVI July-Sept. 2014
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era. These industrialists
contributed generously to the
social causes of the National
Movement, in the building of
schools, colleges and technical
institutions by abiding with
Gandhiji’s reforms of abolition
of untouchability, women
empowerment and rural
development. They filled the
lacunae, which the state could
not due to paucity of resources
and competency. The New
Economic reforms liberalised
manufacturing and trade norms
enabling a thrusting growth of
industries.
During this time, many a
multinational companies
entered to capture the vast
Indian middle class market with
pent-up demands. Several of
these MNCs have been known
to resist the environmental
norms in India while they
conform to the norms in
developed countries. A
comparison of the responses of
British Petroleum, responsible
for the oil spill at Gulf of Mexico
and Dow Chemicals, which
acquired Union Carbide infamous for the Bhopal Gas
Tr a g e d y, w o u l d w e l l
substantiate this. Another
example is that of the corporate
hijacking of water resource by
the Coca-Cola Company. The
Company’s bottling plants in
Plachimada, Kerala and
Medhiganj, Uttar Pradesh were
accused of illegally extracting
millions of litres of clean water,
29

and thereby creating acute
water shortages, and polluting
groundwater and soil.
Moreover, sometimes such
huge companies with their
influence of marketing on
society may create perceived
needs and coerce people into
unnecessary or excessive
consumption thereby leading to
wastage of valuable resources.
Companies as corporate citizens
should incorporate the
philosophy of CSR at two
stages- before initiating their
business and while doing their
business. CSR should never be
seen as an approach to
compensate for the damages
the business has already done.
There is an imbalance of power
structure especially in a
developing and emerging
economy like that of ours. It is a
dualistic economy characterised
by skyscrapers on one side and
slums on the other. Companies
have huge assets and resources
because of which they have
considerable power and
influence in the society. This
power and influence should
be used in the
right direction
so that the
e t h i c a l
dimension of
Corporate
Responsibility
gets highlighted
more than the
economic one.
The pressing
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problems of inequality, poverty
and hunger can be alleviated to
a great extent if the entire
corporate world displays such
simple gestures as paying the
taxes and avoiding unethical
corporate lobbying. The
corporate philanthropic
contribution in the form of big
bucks to NGOs would help in
getting tax exemption and
publicity, but the company
cannot be justified as a
corporate citizen until and
unless the ethical dimension is
fulfilled. Milton Friedman’s
statement, “the business of
business is to do business” was
the buzzword of a bygone era. It
would hold no good in this age
of sustainable development,
environmental regard, human
rights awareness and social
consciousness. Survival of the
fittest is the norm, and
companies that would fit CSR
sincerely in their day to day
activities would well survive.
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Superannuations at CO

Shri M.G. Gupta, Dir (F), with Shri I.D. Sharma
Shri Ishwar Dayal Sharma
Date of Appointment
Date of Retirement
Service Rendered

Sr. Office Manager (PS)
05/02/1980
31/07/2014
Over 34 years

Shri Rajeev Jaideva, Dir (P), with Ms Rama Kapoor
Ms Rama Kapoor
Date of Appointment
Date of Retirement
Service Rendered
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Sr. Office Manager
19/01/1985
31/07/2014
Over 29 years

Shri M.G. Gupta, Dir (F), with Shri Daya Chand
Shri Daya Chand
Date of Appointment
Date of Retirement
Service Rendered

Sr. Office Manager
05/07/1979
31/07/2014
Over 35 years

Shri M.G. Gupta, Dir (F), with Shri Brij Mohan
Shri Brij Mohan
Date of Appointment
Date of Retirement
Service Rendered

Sr. Office Manager
16/04/1981
31/07/2014
Over 33 years
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Shri M.G. Gupta, Dir (F), with Shri S.P. Mehta
Shri S.P. Mehta
Date of Appointment
Date of Retirement
Service Rendered

Manager
06/11/1980
31/07/2014
Nearly 34 years

Shri Rajeev Jaideva, Dir (P), with Shri Ashish Kr. Dasgupta
Shri Ashish Kr. Dasgupta
Date of Appointment
Date of Retirement
Service Rendered
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Sr. Manager
17/08/1981
31/07/2014
Nearly 33 years
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Shri Rajeev Jaideva, Dir (P), with Shri Kishan Lal
Shri Kishan Lal
Date of Appointment
Date of Retirement
Service Rendered

Manager
16/04/1981
31/07/2014
Over 33 years

Ms Rajni Khanna addressing the gathering at her
farewell program
Ms Rajni Khanna
Date of Appointment
Date of Retirement
Service Rendered

Sr. Office Manager (PS)
04/02/1980
31/08/2014
Over 34 years
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Shri Ram Deo Maurya addressing the gathering at his
farewell program
Shri Ram Deo Maurya
Date of Appointment
Date of Retirement
Service Rendered

Sr. Manager
04/12/1979
31/08/2014
Nearly 35 years

Shri Rajeev Jaideva, Dir (P), with Shri R.T. Iyer
Shri Ramanathan Thanu Iyer
Date of Appointment
Date of Retirement
Service Rendered

Sr. Manager
21/08/1980
30/09/2014
Over 34 years

Superannuation at SRO Hospet
M Balasundaram
Sr. O.M. (PS)

M

MTC bid adieu to Shri
M Subramani, Senior
Field Officer, who
attained superannuation on
30th June 2014 at SRO Hospet,
after completion of almost 32
years of dedicated services in RO
- Bellary.
A superannuation function was
headed by Shri TH Kariyappa,
Manager In-charge of Hospet
SRO. The function was also
attended by colleagues,
officers, MMTC Staff Union, and
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MMTC SC/ST Employees’ Welfare Association. Shri Subramani, who
was felicitated on the occasion, expressed his gratitude for the care
and affection taken by the company which cannot be forgotten.
We at MMTC extend our best wishes to Shri Subramani and his family
for a peaceful life ahead.
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